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D-instanton chemical potentials

Spectral curve and Resolvent op.

Perturbative expansion of string theory (with matrix models):
perturbative corrections

non-perturbative (instanton) corrections

are integration const. of string eq.

Pure Gravity (Painlevé I):
This gives Eigenvalue density, Generator of Local operators…
Perturbative Expansion

1.
2.

In general, W(x) satisfies algebraic equation:

Spectral curve:
Perturbative amplitudes of WSn,I:

With perturb. part:

n-gon hole
cuts
The 1-instanton correction satisfies:

3.

:Summation over D-instantons

Topoloical recursion (= Loop eqn. / SD eqn.) [Eynard-Orantin ‘07]

Therefore, there appears integration const.:

This also can be read from the orthonormal polynomial

All the perturbative amplitudes are obtained as algebraic invariants on
However, the D-instanton chemical potentials
are exceptions in the
Loop eqns., although they are universal (independent from the choice of
MM potentials) [Hanada-Hayakawa-Ishibashi-Kawai-Kuroki-Matsuo-Tada ‘03]

It’s not just a θ-vacuum! It includes physical information!

[Gross-Migdal ‘90]
The general (multi-inst) expansion is given as
Later we use the scaling limit:
with the arbitrary θ
( as an integration constant)

Stokes Phenomena and the Multi-cut Boundary Condition [CIY2 ‘10]
k-cut system  A, B are k x k matrices

Stokes Phenomena

Check THIS when p=1  ODE system: *CIY2 ‘10+

with

[Fukuma-HI’06]

and

g -> 0 limit  Spectral curve F(x,W)=0
has the same asymptotics when

NOTE:

(The Riemann-Hilbert approach justifies the equality, “S = θ”)

NOTE:
Solved by [CISY’09, CIY1 ‘10]
1 to k correspondence?

Isomonodromy deformation property!
i.e. Stokes multiplyers are Integration Const!

The complete set of asymptotic solutions:

The Multi-Cut BC *CIY2 ‘10+
Boundaries (“=”) are called Stokes lines. Since they give discontinuity when g
-> 0, we understand this as non-perturbative definition of the resolvent cuts.
However, generally solutions possess too many cuts: We impose BC!!

Multi-cut BC

Proposal [CIY1 ‘10]
These express different asymptotics in x
and are connected by Stokes phenomena!!

Technical developments [CIY2 ‘10]
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Discrete solutions *CIY2 ‘10+
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Symmetric polynomials
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with
The polynomials Sn are related to Schur polynomials Pn:
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Characterized by
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other prospects
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We define Fine Stokes Matrices:

Which is also written with Young diagrams
(avalanches) *CIY2 ‘10+:
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Thm [CIY2 ‘10]
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: non-trivial
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Continuum solutions *CIY2 ‘10+
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A physical requirement for non-perturbative completion of strings!!

Remnants of Strong-Coupling Physics in String Theory? [CIY2 ‘10]

Profile of dominant exponents *CIY2 ‘10+
E.g.) q=1, k=5 case

These expansion coefficients are purely fixed
by the ODE (independent from x and D)

E.g.) In the pure-supergravity (2-cut) case, there generally appear 6 cuts on
the resolvent. The above procedure (+α) fixes all the Stokes multiplyers
(and D-instanton chem. pot.) and results in the Hasting-McLeod solution !!

D0

What is the physical meaning of these “charges”?

1. We obtained several constraints on the D-instanton chemical
potentials. We should note that some are fixed and some are not.
2. It was proposed *CIY1 ‘10+ that strong-coupling dual theory is
non-critical M theory. Then, these (non-perturbative) information
would be the moduli space of the M theory.
3. Is there integrable system which governs these solutions?
4. We here consider the multi-cut critical points, but how about
1-cut critical points? How does the solution looks like?
5. The function G(z) in the RH problem is understood as off-shell
background of the non-critical string theory -> Off-shell formulation?

